
Funeral Flower Guide 

I provide funeral flowers in and around Droitwich for delivery within ten miles. I personally 
deliver all flowers to ensure they arrive in the best of condition. If you live outside my 
delivery area, you’re welcome to order and to collect your funeral flowers from me.

I make my funeral flowers using fresh British flowers and greenery grown locally within 
season and imported flowers over the winter months. I use eco friendly methods with 
either recyclable or compostable foam-free mechanics. If you have a preferred colour 
scheme or flower please discuss this with me, however unfortunately due to flower 
seasonality I may not always be able to accommodate specific flower requests.

Casket Spray

An arrangement to be placed on top of the coffin. I make 
these on an eco-friendly base to ensure they have the 
smallest environmental impact possible.

90cm/3ft - £160+
120cm/4ft - £220+

Deconstructable Casket Spray

This arrangement has the same look as the traditional 
casket spray but can be split down into 6-8 handed 
bunches which can be taken away to decorate the wake 
and/or gifted to friends/family of the deceased.

100cm/3ft - £200+
140cm/4.5ft - £250+

Sheaf

A large flat backed bouquet, this lies on the coffin with 
is own water source and is wrapped in hessian.

70cm - £75+
90cm - £100+

Deconstructable Sheaf

A large bouquet, this lies on the coffin and is wrapped 
in hessian. This is made up of 4 smaller hand tied 
bunches which can be taken away to decorate the 
wake and/or gifted to friends/family of the deceased.

80cm - £125+



Wreaths

A traditional floral wreath can be prepared on a 
recyclable or compostable wreath base.

Recycleable:
30cm - £65
45cm - £80

Biodegradable:
40cm - £80
50cm - £95

Hand tied Bouquets

To be left graveside or gifted to friends/family

£35+

Bespoke

If you don’t see what you’re looking for here, 
please get in touch with me to discuss bespoke 
pieces for your loved one.

Contact details

Tel: 07896815141
Email: muckhomeware@gmail.com

Delivery to any location within 10 miles of WR9 7BQ is included in the pricing.

Please be aware while some photos may be of work done by Muck Home & floral, most have been collected from Pinterest to best 
show the options available. Not all photos are of our own work and we do not own the rights to the images.


Even when specific flowers are discussed, it may not always be possible to include these, due to sourcing issues. Advance notice will 
be given as soon as possible and the best alternative used instead.


